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the release notes for tekla structures 2021 also contain a great
deal of detail in how to extend the documentation to match the

new functionality, how to interpret the output of the software, and
how to report this. for a complete list of new features, see the
release notes for tekla structures 2021. a new feature in tekla

structures 2021 called “shape components” allows the users to
group shapes together to make them easier to use. you can use

these components to group shapes that you want to use together
within a draw. you can also group shapes by function, such as a
base, column, or roof, and turn the group into a component. in
tekla structures 2021, a new option is available in the load case

property which enables you to create load cases based on
pressure system or yield surface to create groupings based on the

geometric relationship of individual components. this group is
then accessible from within the tekla structures component

property. tekla structures 2021 now offers the ability to create
part families from scratch. this is a great feature that allows you

to create multiple part families that share the same name and can
be easily used in any drawing. this tool now also allows you to add

a photo in order to represent a part and to access the color
scheme settings. the new tekla structures 2021 features an

improved mesh management. you can now easily export and
import meshes from the bim model editor as well as other drawing
tools, and you can also save the meshes in various formats. tekla
structures 2021 also has the ability to add and move edges. this is
a great new feature that allows the user to add or remove various
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edge attributes, such as hole, break, and clear.
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now you can use tekla structures as a collaboration tool for your
projects. you can easily share your models with your colleagues

and the project team. as you build your models with tekla
structures you can also easily and quickly share the models in the
cloud with your colleagues. you can easily collaborate with your

colleagues on a model using tekla structures in the cloud. now you
can directly import tekla structures models into ptc’s ptc creo. any
ptc creo project created in ptc creo can be imported directly into
tekla structures. this will enable you to share the model with your
colleagues and the project team. you can now import and export
images for your model. as you import and export images in your
model you have direct control of their import and export process.
this means that you can create a model with tekla structures and

add images with your user interface. then you can open the model
in ptc’s ptc creo and import the images from the project into the

model and export the model to the cloud. this enables you to
quickly update your model with new images, and share the model
with your colleagues. importing the model's global data enables

users to import location data and topographic or geospatial
attributes, enabling it to be used in the model as the global

location. this means that you can utilise features like building
boundary or topographic controls to specify other location

information such as address, phone or em. tekla structures 2021
includes a new import feature which enables users to import a

tekla structures model directly from trimble connect. this means
that you can use a mobile device to do a tekla structures scan and
then upload the scan directly to trimble connect. once the scan is
imported, the global data can be added to the model to enable it

to be used in a project. 5ec8ef588b
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